DIRECTORATE: COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT

PROJECT DESCRIPTION: APPOINTMENT OF TWO SERVICE PROVIDERS FOR METAL WORKS MAINTENANCE FOR MUNICIPAL WIDE FACILITIES FOR A PERIOD OF THREE YEARS (RE-ADVERT)

BID NUMBER: 175/2015

CIDB GRADING: 2SQ or Higher

ERRATUM NO. 1

ERRATUM TO PROJECT DOCUMENT IS FOLLOWS:

1. The CIDB grading for the project on page 27 and 157 is stated as 1SQPE or Higher. The grading is corrected as 2SQ or Higher as advertised.
2. The trade test certificate for director of the company is stated as boilermaker on page 157. The trade test shall also include trade test for welding and bricklayer.

The bidder is required to replace page 157 of the bid document with the attached corrected pages as an erratum page.

MR D H MAKOBE
MUNICIPAL MANAGER

CIVIC CENTRE
C/O LANDDROS MARÉ AND BODENSTEIN STREET
POLOKWANE

OFFICE OF THE MUNICIPAL MANAGER

* P.O. Box 111 PoloKWane, 0700
* Civic Centre, Cnr Landdros Maré & Bodenstein Streets
* PoloKWane, 0699, South Africa
* Tel: +27 15 290 2102
* Fax: +27 15 290 2106
Erratum

POLOKWANE MUNICIPALITY

PROJECT DESCRIPTION: APPOINTMENT OF TWO SERVICE PROVIDERS FOR PRECAST CONCRETE AND METAL WORKS MAINTENANCE WORKS FOR MUNICIPAL WIDE FACILITIES FOR A PERIOD OF THREE YEARS

C3 Scope of Work

1 DESCRIPTION OF THE WORKS

1.1 Employer's objectives
Ensuring that the Municipal facilities comply with the acceptable standard in as far as building maintenance standards and regulations allows.

Maintaining a safe environment by utilizing only registered companies

Ensuring that only environmentally and SABS approved products or materials Polokwane Municipality complies with the regulations laid down by the CIDB and SANS 10400, thus the Director of the Company to be awarded shall have obtained the following:

- Trade test certificate in boiler maker or Welding or Bricklayer
- Registration with CIDB grading of 2 SQ

1.2 Overview of the works

- The extension, installation, repairs, removal, alteration of metal and concrete works

1.3 Extent of the works
Metal works maintenance for the Municipal wide facilities, entails the following:

- Repairing of damaged hot steel works etc
- Repairing/replacing of metal structures and concrete work

1.4 Location of the Works
City cluster
Seshego cluster
Mankweng cluster
Sebayeng Dikgale cluster
Maja Chuene Molepo cluster
Molešjie cluster
Agañang cluster